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Abstract: With the rapid development of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) are becoming increasingly intelligent, leading to improved productivity.
However, this also brings about a growing number of security vulnerabilities. As a result, efficiently
identifying potential security vulnerabilities in PLCs has become a crucial research topic for security
researchers. This article proposes a method for fuzzing industrial proprietary protocols to effectively
identify security vulnerabilities in PLCs’ proprietary protocols. The aim of this study is to develop a
protocol fuzzing approach that can uncover security vulnerabilities in PLCs’ proprietary protocols.
To achieve this, the article presents a protocol structure parsing algorithm specifically designed for
PLC proprietary protocols, utilizing information theory. Additionally, a fuzzing case generation
algorithm based on genetic algorithms is introduced to select test cases that adhere to the format
specifications of the proprietary protocol while exhibiting a high degree of mutation. The research
methodology consists of several steps. Firstly, the proposed protocol structure parsing algorithm
is used to analyze two known industrial protocols, namely Modbus TCP and S7Comm. The pars-
ing results obtained from the algorithm are then compared with the correct results to validate its
effectiveness. Next, the protocol structure parsing algorithm is applied to analyze the proprietary
protocol formats of two PLC models. Finally, based on the analysis results, the PLCs are subjected
to fuzzing. Overall, the proposed protocol fuzzing approach, incorporating the protocol structure
parsing algorithm and the fuzzing case generation algorithm, successfully identifies two denial-
of-service vulnerabilities in the PLCs’ proprietary protocols. Notably, one of these vulnerabilities is a
zero-day vulnerability, indicating that it was previously unknown and undisclosed.

Keywords: industrial proprietary protocol; fuzzing test; information theory; genetic algorithm

1. Introduction

With the increasing number of attacks on industrial control systems (ICS), the explo-
ration of potential vulnerabilities to enhance the security of ICS has garnered attention
from security researchers [1,2]. Common methods of industrial vulnerabilities mining in-
clude programming software structure analysis, vulnerability mining, and protocol fuzzing
testing [3]. However, programming software structure analysis has drawbacks, such as
high workload and coverage deficiencies, despite its ability to parse protocol formats and
communication processes and identify security vulnerabilities. In addition, there are no
mature automatic vulnerability mining tools and there is too much work to rely only on
manual reverse engineering. With the continuous increase in the scale and complexity of
software, fuzzing technology, as a simple and efficient vulnerability mining technology, has
incomparable advantages over other vulnerability mining technologies, and has gradually
become the focus of researchers [4].
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Fuzzing is a vulnerabilities mining method of potential software through unexpected
inputs and abnormal results monitoring. Protocol fuzzing sends constructed malformed
packets to the industrial equipment and monitors industrial equipment abnormality, so as to
excavate the security vulnerabilities of the industrial equipment [5,6]. For public protocols
with known structures, researchers perform fuzzing test on one or more public protocols
by secondary development on the basis of existing tools [7,8]. Considering that the existing
research on fuzzing relates to public industrial protocols, and the existing techniques are
powerless against those proprietary protocols whose structures have not been disclosed,
security researchers began to concern themselves with how to fuzz proprietary protocols
with undisclosed structures [4,9].

The structure analysis of industrial proprietary protocols can be divided into the
following aspects: protocol format inference, protocol semantic analysis, and protocol state
machine construction [10,11]. Among them, the boundaries divide the packets into fields,
protocol semantic analysis is used to parse the function of each field, and a protocol state
machine is constructed to parse the protocol state transition constraints in the protocol
communication. The existing protocol structure analysis can be divided into network
traffic-based and program-based analysis according to the objects and technologies. Script-
Gen [12] first filters the traffic data, and then uses the sequence alignment algorithm to
perform macro-clustering and micro-clustering of packet fields on the traffic data. Macro-
clustering is used to complete field boundary partitioning. On the basis of field partitioning,
micro-clustering uses the threshold value to parse field semantics, and then the results of
field partitioning and semantic parsing are used for state machine generation. The IPART
algorithm [13] first selects high-frequency fields through the N-Gram algorithm and then
uses the global voting algorithm to divide field boundaries. In protocol semantic analy-
sis [14], field recognition algorithms are designed according to the characteristics of fields
such as constant, length field, serial number, and function code. Pacheco [15] combines
sequence alignment algorithms and dynamic stain analysis techniques for protocol reverse
engineering. This work first uses the dynamic stain analysis method to parse out the field
boundary, and then uses the sequence alignment algorithm to optimize the inference result
of the field boundary in the previous step. However, the existing fuzzing methods require a
known protocol format, and they cannot perform effective fuzzing on proprietary protocols
with unknown formats.

In the fuzzing test of protocols, fuzzing tools such as Peach [16] are used to model the
protocol format and build a state machine. After completing the configuration, fuzzing
tools will automatically generate test cases for the devices fuzzing test. The advantage of
this method is that fuzzing testing can be carried out automatically after configuration,
which can reduce the workload of security personnel. At the same time, fuzzing can be
carried out on all industrial equipment using the specified protocols, which is applicable to
a wide range. Lai et al. designed a fuzzer [16] to mine the possible security vulnerabilities
of Modbus/TCP. In the test, a detection phase is added for better predictive ability, which
greatly reduces the randomness of fuzzing. Shen et al. designed a fuzzing tool, LZFuzz [17],
for the Scada system. They used the LZ comparison algorithm to parse the key feature
domain of network packets, marked the newly parsed types, updated the marked list, and
sent the network message and its tag type to the GPF mutator for the key fields. However,
the existing fuzzing research on proprietary protocols does not consider the construction
of targeted test sets for different types of vulnerabilities when constructing test cases,
resulting in a low test success rate. In addition, the existing research does not consider the
redundancy of test cases; Peach may produce a large number of redundant malformed
packets, thus leading to low efficiency of fuzzing.

Based on the characteristics of industrial protocol fuzzing, this study highlights the
significance of identifying security vulnerabilities in PLCs’ proprietary protocols due to the
increasing intelligence of IIoT systems. By developing and applying the protocol fuzzing
approach, this study demonstrates an effective method for detecting vulnerabilities in PLCs
and contributes to enhancing the security of industrial systems. Major contributions include:
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• We propose a structure analysis algorithm for an industrial proprietary protocol based
on mutual information rate. From the point of information theory, we introduce infor-
mation entropy and mutual information and put forward three judgment conditions
for mutual information rate that adjacent bytes do not belong to the same field to
complete the analysis of proprietary protocol structure, so as to support fuzzing test
of proprietary protocols with unknown formats.

• We propose a fuzzing test case generation method for an industrial proprietary pro-
tocol based on a genetic algorithm. First, the Smith–Waterman algorithm is used to
evaluate the similarity between test cases and normal packets, and then the fitness
value of test cases is calculated to screen out proprietary protocol fuzzing test cases
that satisfy the proprietary protocol structure and have a high degree of variation.

• We design an industrial protocol fuzzing test system. In the experiments of fuzzing on
PLC, which supports the Modbus TCP protocol and unknown proprietary protocol,
two denial-of-service vulnerabilities are discovered, including one original CNVD
vulnerability. Experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed structure
analysis method and the efficiency of vulnerability mining.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides details on the
structure analysis algorithm of proprietary protocol. Section 3 analyses the proprietary
protocol fuzzing test case generation algorithm. To clearly demonstrate how to calculate
the evaluation function, Section 4 presents a concrete example and shows the efficiency of
the proposed vulnerability mining technique for PLCs. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Proprietary Protocol Structure Analysis Algorithm

The difficulty of industrial proprietary protocol fuzzing is that the structure of the
proprietary protocol is not disclosed, which requires the tester to analyze the protocol
structure through various methods, and the analysis result of the protocol structure will
affect the acceptance rate of test case.

In industrial protocols, the value range of each field has its own characteristics because
of the different functions of each field. Taking the Modbus TCP as an example, its protocol
identifier field is used to indicate that the data packet is the Modbus TCP protocol data
packet, thus the value of this field is always 0× 0000, and its length field is used to represent
the byte length of the unit identifier of the data packet plus, so the value of the length field
often changes randomly. Therefore, each field carries different amount of information due
to different functions. Considering this characteristic, information theory is used to analyze
the structure of the industrial proprietary protocol.

2.1. Proprietary Protocol Structure Analysis Algorithm Based on Mutual Information Rate

In this section, the mutual information rate is proposed to analyze the structure of industrial
proprietary protocols from the perspective of information entropy and mutual information.

2.1.1. Information Entropy

Information entropy [18] is used to measure the mathematical expectation of the amount
of information brought by the occurrence of a random event, as shown in Equation (1).

H(Bi) = −∑bi∈Bi
p(bi) log p(bi) (1)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of information entropy of each byte of a Modbus TCP
protocol packet. As shown in Figure 2, the first two bytes are the transaction identifier, and
the value of the transaction identifier increases with each client request, so the information
entropy of this field is high, and the 0th byte is the high-order byte of the transaction
identifier, and the 1st byte is the low-order byte. Thus, the information entropy of the 0th
byte will be lower than the information entropy of the 1st byte.
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Figure 1. Information entropy distribution of each byte of Modbus TCP packets.

Transaction 
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Figure 2. Modbus TCP format.

2.1.2. Mutual Information

When parsing the protocol structure, the mutual information between the ith and
i + 1th bytes of packet set P is calculated by Equation (2). If adjacent bytes belong to the
same field, the values of the two bytes may have high correlation, so their values of mutual
information are high. If adjacent bytes belong to different fields, the values of the two bytes
have no correlation, and their values of mutual information are low.

I(Bi; Bi+1) = ∑
bi∈Bi

∑
bj∈Bi+1

p
(
bi, bj

)
log

p
(
bi, bj

)
p(bi)p

(
bj
) (2)

Figure 3 shows the mutual information distribution of two adjacent bytes of the same
Modbus TCP packet. The first two adjacent bytes belong to the transaction identifier field.
However, due to the fact that the PCAP sample files chosen for this study were pre-filtered,
there is a significant difference in the numerical values of the transaction identifier field
between adjacent requests. As a result, in Figure 3, the entropy of the first byte is higher
than the entropy of the second byte. The second adjacent bytes are the 2nd byte of the
transaction identifier and the 1st byte of the protocol identifier. The values of the two bytes
have no correlation, so the mutual information value is 0. The 3rd adjacent bytes belong
to the protocol identifier field, because in Modbus TCP packets the value of this field is
constant 0, so the mutual information value of the 3rd adjacent byte is 0. The adjacent bytes
in the eighth place are the 1st byte of the function code field and the data address field.
Because the value range of different function codes and the corresponding data address
has a great correlation, the mutual information of these two bytes is relatively high.
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Figure 3. Mutual information distribution of adjacent bytes of Modbus TCP packets.

2.1.3. Mutual Information Rate

Joint entropy is used to measure the uncertainty degree of a jointly distributed random
system, as shown in Equation (3). The joint entropy has the properties demonstrated in
Equation (4).

H(Bi, Bi+1) = − ∑
bi∈Bi

∑
bj∈Bi+1

p
(
bi, bj

)
log p

(
bi, bj

)
= H(Bi) + H(Bi+1)− I(Bi; Bi+1)

(3)

max{H(Bi), H(Bi+1)} ≤ H(Bi, Bi+1) ≤ H(Bi) + H(Bi+1) (4)

According to the information entropy and the mutual information of adjacent bytes
of the Modbus TCP protocol packet, it can be seen that there will be large errors in the
structure analysis of the proprietary protocol, only relying on the information entropy
and mutual information. In order to analyze the proprietary protocol more accurately,
this paper proposes a new indicator mutual information rate, which is calculated based
on information entropy and mutual information, as shown in Equation (5). This section
evaluates the degree of dependence between two adjacent bytes based on the mutual
information rate. The closer the mutual information rate is to 1, the higher the degree of
dependence between the two adjacent bytes, indicating that the two bytes belong to the
same field. Conversely, if the mutual information rate is close to 0, the lower the degree of
the dependency, the higher the possibility that these two bytes belong to different fields.

MIR(Bi, Bi+1) =


1, H(Bi)= 0 and H(Bi+1)= 0
I(Bi ;Bi+1)
H(Bi ,Bi+1)

, H(Bi) 6= 0 and H(Bi+1) 6= 0
0, else

(5)

When the values of H(Bi) and H(Bi+1) are both 0, it indicates that the ith byte and
the i + 1th byte are fixed constants. At this point, the dependence degree of the two bytes
is maximum, so the mutual information rate of the two bytes is 1. When only one of the
values of H(Bi) and H(Bi+1) is 0, it indicates that the value of one byte is constant, and the
value of the other byte will change randomly, indicating that the value of the two bytes
has no dependence. At this point, the dependence of the two bytes is minimum defined,
so the mutual information rate of the two bytes is 0. When neither the value of H(Bi) nor
H(Bi+1) is 0, it indicates that both bytes carry information, and the mutual information rate
of the adjacent bytes is the ratio of the mutual information and joint entropy of the bytes,
as shown in Equation (5). When neither the value of H(Bi) nor H(Bi+1) is 0, the value of
mutual information rate belongs to the interval [0, 1].
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Figure 4 is the distribution of the mutual information rate of adjacent bytes of the same
Modbus TCP protocol packet. The mutual information rate of the 3rd and 4th adjacent
bytes is 1, because the three bytes of byte offsets 2, 3, and 4 are the constant 0, and byte
offsets 2 and 3 belong to the protocol identifier field. The byte offset 4 belongs to the length
byte, but due to the small length of each packet in this file, most of the 1st byte in the
length field is set to 0, which leads to the mutual information rate value of 1 for the 4th
adjacent byte.

Figure 4. Mutual information rate distribution of adjacent bytes of Modbus TCP packets.

2.1.4. Proprietary Protocol Structure Analysis Algorithm

According to the mutual information rate of the adjacent bytes, the three judgment
conditions that the adjacent bytes do not belong to the same field are contributed to
complete protocol structure analysis. Three judgment conditions are as follows.

(1) As in Equation (6), if the mutual information rate between the ith and the i + 1th byte
is less than the mutual information rate between the i− 1th and the ith byte and the
mutual information rate between the i + 1th and the i + 2th byte, then the ith byte
and the i + 1th byte do not belong to the same field. The relationship score between
the ith and the i + 1th byte is set to 1 in this round; otherwise, the relationship score
is 0.

MIR(Bi; Bi+1) < MIR(Bi+1; Bi+2)

MIR(Bi; Bi+1) < MIR(Bi−1; Bi)
(6)

(2) As in Equation (7), if the mutual information rate between the ith byte and the i + 1th
byte is greater than the mutual information rate between the i− 1th and the ith byte
and the mutual information rate between the i + 1th and the i + 2th bytes, then the
i− 1th byte, the ith byte, the i + 1th byte, and the i + 2th byte are all judged to be
different from the same field. Moreover, the relationship score between the i− 1th
and the ith byte and the relationship score between the i + 1th and the i + 2th byte
are both set to 1 in this round; otherwise, the relationship score is 0.

MIR(Bi; Bi+1) > MIR(Bi−1; Bi)

MIR(Bi; Bi+1) > MIR(Bi+1; Bi+2)
(7)

(3) As in Equation (8), if the mutual information rate between the ith byte and the i + 1th
byte is less than or equal to the threshold, the ith byte and the i + 1th byte are judged
to be different from the same field, and the relationship score between the ith and
the i + 1th byte is set to 1 in this round; otherwise, the relationship score is 0.

MIR(Bi; Bi+1) ≤ threshold (8)
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Because the three judgment conditions complement each other but overlap to some
extent, the scores of the three rounds are accumulated to determine whether the adjacent
bytes belong to the same field according to the final relationship score.

The pseudo-code of the protocol structure analysis algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Segmentation Algorithm

Require: Information Entropy Array: H(Bi), i = {0, 1, 2, ...}
Joint Entropy Array: H(Bi, Bi+1), i = {0, 1, 2, ...}
Threshold: T

Ensure: Relationship between adjacent bytes Array: R
1: Initialize Mutual Information Array: I
2: num← len(H)
3: for i = 0→ num− 2 do
4: if H(Bi) == 0 and H(Bi+1) == 0 then
5: MIR(Bi; Bi+1)← 1
6: else if H(Bi) 6= 0 and H(Bi+1) 6= 0 then
7: MIR(Bi; Bi+1)←

I(Bi ;Bi+1)
H(Bi ,Bi+1)

8: I(Bi; Bi+1)← H(Bi) + H(Bi+1)− H(Bi, Bi+1)
9: else

10: MIR(Bi; Bi+1)← 0
11: end if
12: end for
13: Initialize Score between adjacent bytes Array S With 0
14: for i = 0→ num− 2 do
15: if MIR(Bi; Bi+1) < MIR(Bi+1; Bi+2) and MIR(Bi; Bi+1) < MIR(Bi−1; Bi) then
16: S(Bi, Bi+1)← S(Bi, Bi+1) + 1
17: end if
18: if MIR(Bi; Bi+1) > MIR(Bi+1; Bi+2) and MIR(Bi; Bi+1) > MIR(Bi−1; Bi) then
19: S(Bi−1, Bi)← S(Bi−1, Bi) + 1
20: S(Bi+1, Bi+2)← S(Bi+1, Bi+2) + 1
21: end if
22: if MIR(Bi; Bi+1) ≥ threshold then
23: S(Bi, Bi+1)← S(Bi, Bi+1) + 1
24: end if
25: end for
26: Initialize Relationship between adjacent bytes Array R
27: for i = 0→ num− 2 do
28: if S(Bi, Bi+1) ≥ 1 then
29: R(Bi, Bi+1)← 1
30: else
31: R(Bi, Bi+1)← 0
32: end if
33: end for
34: Return R

2.2. Implementation of Proprietary Protocol Structure Analysis Algorithm

The main function of the proprietary protocol structure analysis module is to identify
the field boundaries of the captured industrial proprietary protocol data set, as shown in
Figure 5, so as to complete the structure analysis of the proprietary protocol. The execution
process of the module is shown in Figure 6, and the main steps are as follows:

(1) Obtain the industrial proprietary protocol data set. The communication data packets
between the host computer and PLC are captured and screened, and the number of
data packets is not less than 3000. Treat the packets in the generated PCAP file as
proprietary protocol data sets.
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(2) Collect necessary information about the packet set, including the packet number, N,
the maximum byte length, L, and the byte offset set, Bi, of the packet.

(3) Calculate information entropy H(Bi), joint information entropy H(Bi, Bi+1), and
mutual information I(Bi; Bi+1). Count the occurrence frequency and the number
of elements of each element in Bi and Bi+1, and then calculate mutual information
I(Bi; Bi+1) as in Equation (9).

I(Bi; Bi+1) = H(Bi) + H(Bi+1)− H(Bi; Bi+1) (9)

(4) Calculate the mutual information rate, MIR(Bi; Bi+1).
(5) The relationship between adjacent bytes in the data set of the industrial proprietary

protocol is judged by three rounds, and than the array, J, is obtained.
(6) Count and store the final byte-relational array, R. Initialize the byte-relational array,

R. If element Ji in array J is greater than threshold 1, then the ith and i + 1th bytes
do not belong to the same field, let ri = 1; otherwise, the ith and i + 1th bytes belong
to the same field, let ri = 0. Add ri to array R.

(7) Output the byte relation to array R.

Figure 5. Proprietary protocol structure analysis method.
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Figure 6. Proprietary protocol structure analysis implementation flow.

3. Proprietary Protocol Fuzzing Test Cases Generation Algorithm

Compared with conventional software vulnerability mining, the difficulty of fuzzing-
based industrial proprietary protocol vulnerability discovery lies in the fact that the propri-
etary protocol is a state machine and the correctness of data packets has strong constraints.
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If an abnormal packet is constructed that does not conform to the format, there is no chance
of triggering the vulnerability. Therefore, fuzzing test tools should be intelligent, and
genetic algorithms [19] are well suited for this task. This section uses an improved genetic
algorithm to generate fuzzing test cases for proprietary protocols.

3.1. Fuzzing Test Cases Generation Algorithm of Genetic Algorithm-Based Proprietary Protocol

The test case generation process includes individual coding, population initializa-
tion, selection, crossover, mutation operation, new population generation, decoding, byte
variation, and population iteration. The specific steps are as follows:

(1) Gray coding is used to encode individuals. From left to right, the first digit of the
gray code gene sequence is the first digit of the binary code gene sequence. Then,
from the first digit of the binary code, the XOR operation is performed on each digit
adjacent to its right, and the calculation result is taken as the gray code value at the
corresponding position.

(2) Similarity calculation. The local sequence alignment Smith–Waterman algorithm [20]
is used to evaluate the similarity between two packets, pg and pc, where pg is
the individual generated by the genetic algorithm and pc is the packet set of the
upper computer and programmable logic controller (PLC); Pc is a collection of
communication packets between the engineering station and the PLC. pc represents
one of the packets in this collection, specifically, pc ∈ Pc, as shown in Equation (10),
where l1 and l2 represent the byte length of two packets, respectively.

pg = b1b2 · · · bl1
pc = b

′
1b
′
2 · · · b

′
l2

(10)

First, score matrices are established for pg and pc, and the first row and first column
of the matrix are initialized. The initialization method is shown in Equation (11), and
the size of the matrix is (l1 + 1)× (l2 + 1).{

Gi,0 = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ l1
G0,j = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ l2

(11)

Then, the rest of the score matrix, G, is filled; the element filling algorithm in matrix
G is shown in Equation (12).

Gi,j = max


Gi−1,j−1 + s(bi, b

′)
J ,

Gi−k,j −Wk,
Gi,j−l −Wl ,

0

(1 ≤ i ≤ l1, 1 ≤ j ≤ l2) (12)

where s(bi, b
′
J) represents the similarity score between bi and b

′
J , and the calculation

process is shown in Equation (13). Wk represents the blank penalty point with length
k, and the calculation process is shown in Equation (14). 0 indicates that two bytes
are not similar.

s
(

bi, b
′
j

)
=

{
+3, bi = b

′
j

−3, bi 6= b
′
j

(13)

Wk = kW1, W1 = 2 (14)

After matrix G is calculated, the maximum value in the matrix is taken as the similar-
ity measure of the two packets, as shown in Equation (15).

sim(pg, pc) = max{Gi,j}, (0 ≤ i ≤ l1, 0 ≤ j ≤ l2) (15)

Then, the similarity of individual pg and all other packets in Pc is calculated, and
all the similarity values are summed then divided by the number n of Pc, and the
average similarity of individual pg and Pc is calculated, as shown in Equation (16).
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sim(pg, Pc) =
∑pci∈P sim(pg, pci )

n
(16)

(3) The fitness function is used to distinguish between good and bad individuals in a
population. The fitness function selected is shown in Equation (17), where rimax and
rimin are individual maximum and minimum values, λ1, λ2, and λ3 are weight factors.

fk(x) =
ri max − ri

ri max − ri min
, ri min ≤ ri ≤ ri max, i = 1, 2, 3

F(x) = λ1 · f1(x) + λ2 · f2(x) + λ3 · f3(x)

s.t. λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1

(17)

(4) Byte variation. In order to improve the efficiency of the fuzzing test of proprietary
protocols, byte variation factors for numerical boundary vulnerability and formatted
string vulnerability are proposed by means of vulnerability information analysis.
In order to improve the effectiveness of test cases, the genetic algorithm produces
test cases and carries out another round of byte variation.
A roulette wheel algorithm is used to pick byte variants. First, equal selection
probability for each variation factor is set, for example, the selection probability of
the ith variation factor is Proi. Furthermore, the cumulative probability, Qi, of each
variation factor is calculated according to Equation (18). The random value r is then
generated in the interval [0, 1]. If r < Qi, individual 1 is selected. Then, a random
number, j, is generated within the interval [0, 1]. According to the information
entropy, whether the jth byte in the packet is a fixed byte is determined. If it is
not a fixed byte, it is replaced by the kth variation factor. If the byte is fixed, a
pseudo-random number is generated until the replacement is complete.

Qi =
i

∑
j=1

Proj (18)

After continuous population replacement, the final algorithm will converge to the
global optimal solution. A fuzzing test case generation flow chart of the proprietary
protocol is shown in Figure 7.

Input

Encode

PLC is Crash?

Mutation

Crossover

Update optimal solution

Decode

Generate initial population

Calculate fitness value

Selection

Test case sent to  PLC

Output

Ending condition is met?

Byte mutation

Yes

Yes

NO

NO

Figure 7. Proprietary protocol fuzzing test case generation module.
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3.2. Implementation of Fuzzing Test Case Generation Algorithm for Proprietary Protocol

The fuzzing test case generation module of the proprietary protocol generates cases
according to the analyzed proprietary protocol structure. Then, test cases are entered
into the Peach fuzzer format analysis module, and the state control module guides the
interactive publishing module to input the fuzzing test case into the PLC; at the same time,
the agent monitoring module detects whether the PLC is abnormal. If the PLC is abnormal,
it is recorded through the log recording module and the test will be terminated; if the PLC
appears normal, then the work process continues to cycle.

The steps of the proprietary protocol fuzzing test case generation module are as follows:

(1) Gray coding method is used to encode individuals to form the primary population.
(2) According to Equation (8), the individual fitness value is calculated.
(3) The parent of the next crossover is selected by the roulette selection operator.
(4) For the selected paternal individuals, the crossover probability, Pc, is calculated to

exchange the chromosomes of the two crossover sites to produce new individual
gene sequences.

(5) The mutation probability, Pm, is calculated and mutation operations on individual
gene sequence are performed.

(6) After decoding individual gene sequences, the byte mutation algorithm is used to
mutate the decoded packet.

(7) The generated test case is sent to the device through the Peach fuzzer.
(8) The agent monitoring module of the Peach fuzzer is used to regularly monitor

whether the device is abnormal. If there is an exception, the fuzzing test is terminated;
otherwise, Step (9) is initiated.

(9) If the algorithm termination condition is satisfied, the fuzzing test is complete;
otherwise, the process returns to Step (2).

4. Experimental Testing and Verification Result

This section will test and verify the proposed fuzzing test method for industrial pro-
tocols. The experiment is divided into two parts: proprietary protocol structure analysis
experiment and proprietary protocol fuzzing test experiment. In the proprietary protocol
structure analysis experiment, Modbus TCP and a proprietary protocol with unknown
structure are analyzed, respectively. The effectiveness of the proprietary protocol struc-
ture analysis method proposed in this paper is verified by the structure analysis results
of Modbus TCP packets. Furthermore, the structure of a proprietary protocol with un-
known structure is analyzed and the results are used in the fuzzing test experiment of
the proprietary protocol. In the experiment of the fuzzing test of the proprietary proto-
col, the experimental objects are two PLCS, which use the above proprietary protocol to
communicate. By analyzing the experimental results and comparing with similar tools,
the effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed.

4.1. Experimental Environment

The experimental network topology is shown in Figure 8. The upper computer is
connected to the Ethernet switch through the network cable, and the Ethernet switch is
connected to the industrial control device through the network cable.

The upper computer environment is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Upper computer environment.

Environment Configuration

Operating System Version Windows 10 Home
CPU Model Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50 GHz

Memory 16.00 GB
System Compilation Environment NET 4.5.1, Python
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Switch

Engineer

station

Figure 8. Experimental network topology.

The proprietary protocol fuzzing test object is represented by Nanda Auto PLC NA300
and NA400; these classes of PLC mainly communicate through the proprietary protocol
designed by the manufacturer.

4.2. Proprietary Protocol Structure Analysis Validation

The structure analysis experiment of the proprietary protocol can be divided into
two parts. The first part is the validity verification experiment of the proprietary protocol
structure analysis method; in this part, the proposed method is used to parse the Modbus
TCP protocol. Because the structure of the Modbus TCP protocol is known, the validity of
the proposed method can be verified according to the analysis result. The second part is
the structure analysis experiment of the proprietary protocol used by NA400 and NA300.
According to the analysis result, the fuzzing test experiment of the proprietary protocol is
carried out.

4.2.1. Structure Analysis of Modbus TCP Protocol

According to the information entropy of each byte and the mutual information of the
adjacent bytes shown in Figures 1 and 3, the mutual information rate between adjacent
bytes is further calculated, as shown in Figure 4. Based on three judgment conditions,
the structure analysis of the Modbus TCP protocol is finally completed, and the analytical
results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the Modbus TCP protocol structure analysis.

Field offset 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 · · ·
ine Field number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 · · ·

Comparing the structure analysis result with the structure of the Modbus TCP proto-
col, field 1 is the transaction identifier; field 2 is a protocol identifier; field 3 is the length of
the field; field 4 is the unit identifier; and fields 5, 6, and 7 are the function code field, data
address field, and data value field in the protocol data unit (PDU), respectively. Therefore,
only fields 2 and 3 differ from the correct result; all other fields agree with the correct result.

Through the analysis of the information entropy, mutual information, and mutual
information rate, it is found that the information entropy of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th bytes are
all 0, but the information entropy of the 5th byte is not 0, so the mutual information rate
of adjacent bytes is 1, the mutual information rate between the 2nd and 3rd bytes and the
mutual information rate between the 3rd and 4th bytes are 1, and the 4th and 5th bytes of
mutual information rate between them is 0. Therefore, according to the three judgment
conditions, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th bytes are finally judged to belong to the same field, while
the 5th byte belongs to a field alone. It can be seen that the reason for the analysis error is
that the length of the data packet in the sample set used in this paper is short, and most
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values of the 4th byte are 0, so the information entropy of the 4th byte is calculated to be 0,
resulting in the final analysis result being inconsistent with the correct result.

Due to the short packet length in the sample set, the analysis result is inconsistent with
the correct one, but the parsing of the other fields is correct. Accordingly, the validity of
the proprietary protocol structure analysis method proposed in this paper can be verified
through the structure analysis experiment of the Modbus TCP protocol.

4.2.2. Structure Analysis of Unknown Proprietary Protocols

The NA400 proprietary protocol packet consists of 5500 messages captured from the
communication between the upper computer with NA400 PLC. The information entropy of
each byte of the NA400 PLC messages is shown in Figure 9. The information entropy of the
0th, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 6th bytes are all 0, indicating that the values of these four bytes are
fixed constants. The mutual information between adjacent bytes of the NA400 PLC packet
is shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the distribution diagram of the mutual information
rate of adjacent bytes of the NA400 PLC packet. According to the mutual information rate,
the proprietary protocol analysis algorithm proposed in Section 2 is used to inference the
structure of the proprietary protocol used by NA400. The analysis result of the protocol
structure is demonstrated in Table 3.

Table 3. Proprietary protocol structure of NA400.

Field number 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · ·
ine Byte offset 0˜3 4˜5 6 7˜8 9˜10 11˜12 · · ·

ine Field length 4 2 1 2 2 2 · · ·
ine Field description length length field data segment

Figure 9. Information entropy of each byte of the NA400 packet.

Figure 10. Mutual information of adjacent bytes of the NA400 packet.
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Figure 11. Mutual information rate of adjacent bytes of the NA400 packet.

In Table 3, the first seven fields of the NA400 protocol are listed, in which field 1 consists
of the 0th to the 3rd bytes, and the length is 4 bytes. As shown in Figure 12, the value in the
red box of the first message is “00 02”, followed by two bytes of data, while the value in the
red box of the second message is “00 0a”. There are 10 bytes of data after the field; field 3
only consists of the 6th byte, and its information entropy is 0, then field 3 is a fixed field,
and its value is “01”. Fields 4, 5, and 6, etc., are mutable fields of length 2 bytes. In addition,
the NA300 protocol structure is similar to the NA400 protocol structure.

Figure 12. NA400 proprietary protocol length field.

4.3. Proprietary Protocol Fuzzing Test Validation

According to the analysis result of the proprietary protocol structure, the fuzzing test
experiment of NA400 and NA300 is carried out. The experimental results are shown in
Table 4. We discovered two vulnerabilities, one of which is 0-Day vulnerability. The follow-
ing will analyze the principle of vulnerability.

Table 4. Proprietary protocol fuzzing test results.

Number Vendor Equipment Model Trigger Vulnerability Type Serial Number

1 NA NA400 Yes DoS CNVD-2020-04096
2 NA NA300 Yes DoS CNVD-2018-26205

In experiment 1, the Nanda Auto PLC NA400 PLC was tested, which is a medium-
to-large PLC of Nanda Automation Technology Beijing Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). During
the fuzzing experiment on the NA400 PLC, a 0-Day vulnerability was discovered with
vulnerability CNVD number CNVD-2020-04096. The attacker continuously sent specific
message to the NA400 PLC, causing the device to provide denial-of-service (DoS).

During experiment 1, it was found that when the NA400 PLC received a specific
message, the NA400 PLC will provide denial-of-service (DoS) and the communication
with the host computer will be interrupted. After approximately 2 seconds, the NA400
PLC resumed normal work. In order to demonstrate this process more intuitively, when
reproducing the vulnerability, this paper uses the software TCPing to monitor the open
status of the 5555 port of the NA400 PLC, as shown in Figure 13. According to the
monitoring process and debugging results of the software TCPing, it is inferred that after
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the NA400 PLC received the message containing the attack payload, the NA400 PLC system
crashed, and then the system began to restart, and the 5555 port was reopened after the
PLC restarted; after 11:11:22, the 5555 port of NA400 PLC continued to be open. Therefore,
if the attacker detected that the NA400 PLC with this firmware version was connected to
the Internet, and the attacker continued to send specific message to the 5555 port of the
NA400 PLC, the NA400 PLC will always be in a state of denial-of-service (DoS).

Figure 13. TCPing monitoring of NA400.

The industrial control equipment tested in experiment 2 is the Nanda Auto PLC
NA300 PLC, which is a medium-sized PLC of Nanda Automation Technology Beijing Co.,
Ltd. In the fuzzing test of the NA300 PLC, a known CNVD vulnerability was reproduced
with vulnerability number CNVD-2018-26205. This vulnerability was caused by a function
not being handled properly. The attacker was able to crash the NA300 by constructing a
super-long packet that overwrites the return address of a function.

In experiment 2, it was found that when port 5555 of the NA300 PLC received spec-
ified message, there would be a brief DoS and communication interruption. In order to
demonstrate this process more clearly, software TCPing is used to monitor the fuzzing
test process when the vulnerability is reproduced. As shown in Figure 14, port 5555 of the
NA300 PLC was still open until 11:52:53; at 11:52:52, the fuzzing test script was executed
and the packet containing the attack payload was sent to NA300 PLC. There was a brief DoS
and communication outage at 11:52:54. Compared with the NA400 PLC, the NA300 PLC
restarts more quickly. It was found that the NA300 PLC system did not crash after receiving
the message containing the attack payload. In combination with the description of the
vulnerability in the CNVD, it is speculated that the reason for triggering this vulnerability
is that the NA300 PLC does not check the length of the data packets, resulting in buffer
overflow, overwriting the return address of the function. One process crashed, but the
entire system did not crash, so there was a DoS, but normal work and communication
quickly resumed.

Figure 14. TCPing monitoring of NA300.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed an industrial proprietary protocol fuzzing system. First, accord-
ing to the proprietary protocol data set, this paper calculated the information entropy of
each byte in the data set, the mutual information between adjacent bytes, and the mu-
tual information rate. On the basis of three judgment conditions that adjacent bytes do
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not belong to the same field, the proprietary protocol structure was analyzed based on
the judgment result. Furthermore, this paper used the genetic algorithm to generate the
fuzzing test case of the proprietary protocol and calculated the similarity between the
individual and the normal message by the Smith–Waterman algorithm, then calculated
the fitness of the individual based on the similarity value. Moreover, in order to improve
fuzzing efficiency, one byte mutation was performed on the generated test cases; this paper
designed the industrial proprietary protocol fuzzing system to test the PLC equipment
of many domestic and foreign manufacturers, and discovered three original vulnerabili-
ties, one of which was the 0-Day vulnerability. The experimental results of comparative
analysis demonstrated that the fuzzing system can exploit the vulnerabilities of industrial
equipment more effectively.

When analyzing the proprietary protocol structure, there are certain requirements
for the proprietary protocol data set, and the diversity of the value of each byte in the
data set will greatly affect the parsing result of the proprietary protocol structure parsing
algorithm. Future work will reduce the dependence of the proprietary protocol structure
parsing algorithm. In addition, only the structure of the protocol header can be reversely
analyzed, and the structure of the data segment of the protocol cannot be accurately
reversed. The future work will analyze the field boundary and field function semantics of
the protocol data segment part based on the specific business production context and infer
protocol interaction rules.
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